Tribal Mediation and Empowered Women: Potential Contributions of Heritage to National Development in Yemen

Abstract

When demonstrations against Yemen’s former regime first began in 2011, observers expressed surprise at two developments: first, that women led the demonstrations, and second, that Yemen’s heavily armed tribes did not lead the country into civil war. Instead, a significant number of tribesmen went into cities to protect demonstrators from harm, and others protected their own communities from the incursions of outsiders. This article suggests that both developments are rooted in a deeply engrained tribal heritage that provides social capital, contributes to Yemeni society’s resilience and counteracts stereotypes of primitivism by prioritizing mediation, dialogue and consensus above the facile use of force or terrorism. Ways in which this heritage can be harnessed to support national reconciliation and development are proposed. Yemen’s tribal heritage is threatened by recurrent political and economic crises, various forms of modernism, and imported conservative interpretations of Islam that perceive tribalism as divisive and women’s mobility unacceptable. By far the most serious threat to Yemen’s population and heritage, however, is the current war unleashed by Saudi Arabia and its allies, which threatens to destroy the very foundations of Yemeni society.

I first went to Yemen in 1978 to conduct doctoral dissertation research on the semiotics of dancing. At the time, I was gratified by the support I received from local scholars and the communities in which I worked, but my concern over high maternal and infant mortality rates led me to a career in international development, which I felt would be more ‘useful’ than research on culture and the arts.
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Consequently, my next visit to Yemen in 1983 was to study the local perceptions of breastfeeding and fertility. My biggest surprise was the reaction of my Yemeni hosts: ‘Why have you switched to development instead of your important research on our valuable heritage?’ It was only then that I began to understand the value many, perhaps most, Yemenis placed on their rich heritage.

The Potential Dynamism of Heritage

Yemen’s living heritage is part and parcel of daily life and perceived by many as basic to Yemeni identity. As Michele Lamprakos has argued, turath (heritage) in Yemen does not necessarily connote the past but includes contemporary customs and structures perceived as having roots in the past. This conforms to UNESCO definitions of heritage as living traditions. It also supports recent scholarship in anthropology. As Dale Eickelman, citing Edward Shils, suggests, “Traditions” are clusters of cultural concepts, shared understandings and practices that make political and social life possible […]. They coexist with and shape the experience of modernity. The understanding of tradition as a dynamic process acknowledges decades of social science research demonstrating that change everywhere incorporates both the old and the new. It rebuts assumptions that ‘progress’ is a linear process held back by homogeneous conservative traditions.

Terms referring to heritage: turath, ‘urf and aslaf al-qabayil, among others, are often proudly invoked by Yemenis in describing behaviour they consider admirable. This does not imply a static vision. It is assumed that while foundational principles, such as egalitarianism or attitudes towards community involvement, tend to have long histories, specific practices adapt to changing socio-economic conditions, or they are discarded. As Brian Graham points out, heritage everywhere is selective and responsive to change.

Every society revisits its discourses on the maintenance of certain practices. As early as the 1970s, members of rural communities in Yemen were introducing innovations and debating the continued relevance of traditions such as tribal law and the appropriateness of women’s late-night wedding celebrations. Such discourse has become more intense over time, often dividing communities. The following example demonstrates recurrent local friction in some communities in rural Yemen between those who appreciate given forms of heritage and voices that disparage the same heritage. Between 1998 and 2005, music and dancing at weddings were banned by several communities in the valley of al-Ahjur, in which I have conducted intensive field research.

The ban, common to other rural communities as well, was due both to the rising cost of musicians and in deference to newly introduced conservative interpretations of Islam that frown on traditional expressive culture. I was told that every wedding during this period was preceded by extended, charged debates on the permissibility of music and dancing. Those who wished to reverse the ban argued their children and youth were growing up without a heritage. The ban on music and dancing in this particular community was removed in 2005 with a compromise: women’s dancing parties were limited to afternoon hours instead of the traditional evening parties that had lasted long into the night.

This article will focus on two forms of living heritage in Yemen that I suggest can be harnessed to support Yemen’s national reconciliation and development. The first involves principles of tribal organization which, I argue, serve as indigenous civil society and form important sources of social capital.
They include customary law, which has complemented Yemen’s state justice system by maintaining security in rural areas for centuries. Tribal mediation, which undergirds Yemen’s strong legalistic traditions, will be described in some detail. The second form of living heritage involves the historic economic participation, mobility, visibility and voice of rural women in Yemen. This contrast with urban ideals of women’s seclusion exerts considerable impact on the society at large because the vast majority of Yemen’s population is rural. Both sets of traditions counteract stereotypes of ‘primitivism’, and they reverse and blur the usual East–West binaries and assumptions on conservatism vs modernity. This article proposes incorporating living forms of heritage into national development policy, adding another dimension to the usual discourse on sustainable heritage that focuses on tourism and economic pursuits.

My discussion is based on long-term ethnographic field research in al-Ahjur in Yemen’s northern highlands during eighteen months in 1978–79, four months in 1983, and an additional four months in 2005. I have visited this region multiple times in the intervening years. Development consulting in Yemen, 1983–2005, has led to travel and research elsewhere, providing me with perspective and exposure to Yemen’s ecological and cultural diversity. Desk research has supplemented my own fieldwork.

The timing of my research is significant, not only because of a nearly thirty-year interval between the first and latest periods of formal research. My first trip to Yemen occurred at a time of vast economic and political change, yet one in which Yemeni pride in their civilization was largely intact.
North Yemen’s rural areas were not historically colonized by a foreign power, and Ottoman occupation was limited to Yemen’s cities. Likewise, the impacts of British colonization in the south and east were largely limited to urban centres. Thus Yemen’s central and northern highlands did not suffer from the social and cultural fragmentation of many former colonial states. Field research in rural Yemen became more difficult in the twenty-first century as local and national conflicts negatively impacted security. As I write this, Yemen is embroiled in warfare, with few prospects of relief in the near future. Much of Yemen’s heritage survived the internal conflicts of the past 37 years. Whether or not it can also survive the current external onslaught and associated internecine conflict is still to be seen.

No living heritage exists in a vacuum. Thus the two forms of heritage under discussion will be contextualized, first within economic and political changes, and then within other forms of cultural heritage in Yemen. A brief definition of tribalism in Yemen follows. Discussion of tribal mediation and rural women’s status will be illustrated with four case studies drawn from my ethnographic field research. Threats to this important heritage come from political unrest, ‘high-modernist’ attitudes, imported conservative interpretations of Islam, and most recently the grievous bombardment of Yemen by external forces. These will be discussed in turn. To conclude, I provide examples of the positive impact of these forms of heritage on recent political developments and their potential for furthering post-conflict efforts at reconciliation and nation-building.

Social, Economic and Political Contexts

All sectors of Yemeni society were in flux in the 1970s. Both North and South Yemen were recovering from revolutions that led to the establishment of a republic in the North and a socialist state, the People’s Democratic Republic of Yemen (PDRY), in the South. Yemen was flooded with food imports that were easier and cheaper to access than locally grown grains and legumes. Grain farming was drastically reduced; terraces were abandoned and allowed to erode, thus negatively impacting traditional methods of water conservation. Television arrived in parts of rural Yemen in the late 1970s, bringing a heightened awareness of the global diversity of lifestyles; persuasive images promoting the nation-state; and conservative, often radical, interpretations of Islam new to rural Yemenis. The 1970s oil boom in Saudi Arabia and the Gulf States provided lucrative employment for migrants, with remittances directly benefitting rural areas and women. Significant increases in capital investment included roads, diesel-powered mills and electric generators providing electricity to local communities. The flow of remittances came to an abrupt halt, however, in 1991, when Saudi Arabia and the Gulf States forcibly returned 800,000 Yemeni migrants in response to President Saleh’s refusal to support military action against Iraq. The impact on North Yemen’s economy was disastrous.

By 2015, Yemen’s population had grown to over 26 million. Although functioning schools are still not available in scattered rural communities, villages near towns benefit from formal education. Most young men and women in these communities have completed secondary school. In 2005, I was pleasantly surprised to meet twelve women from a single small village who had graduated from Sanaa University. With education, however, come new ideas of urbanity and modernity, not all of them supportive of indigenous tribalism
or of women’s public voice. Cosmopolitan health services, on the other hand, are virtually non-existent, while traditional medicine has largely died out.

Ali Abdallah Saleh became President in 1978. The 33 years of his regime were marked by cronyism, corruption and capital flight. This, along with high unemployment rates, ongoing conflicts within Yemen and environmental degradation, exacerbated poverty and insecurity. The unification of North and South Yemen in 1990 was marked at first by active party politics and a vibrant civil society. But unification also provided the pretext for the formation of the Saudi-backed Islah Party to counteract socialist influence. Ostensibly an opposition party, its leaders worked hand-in-glove with the President to marginalize southern Yemen and its leaders. Hostilities led to a civil war in 1994, won by the North. Northern leaders then proceeded to confiscate lands in the South to intensifying southern resentment. Yemen’s northern highlands were subject to six wars following Saleh’s scorched earth policies against Houthis, who organized initially to protest the establishment of Saudi-backed Salafi schools proselytizing in their communities.

Anti-government protests, largely organized by women, began in January 2011 inspired by protests in Tunisia and Egypt, and in response to a bid by Saleh to extend his term in office [Figure 2]. Protestors’ demands included government transparency, employment opportunities, security sector reform and an end to corruption. Within a month protestors set up a tent city near Sanaa University [Figure 3] in what became known as Change Square (Maydan al-Taghyir). Demonstrations and tent cities in Taiz and elsewhere followed.

Figure 2: Anti-government demonstrations in Sanaa, February 3, 2011.
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Figure 3: Tent city established near Sanaa University, February 3, 2012.

Figure 4: Women mixed freely with men in the tent cities, March 30, 2011.
Remarkably, demonstraters from a variety of social strata and political affiliations, men and women, all lived, ate and slept together in these tents, thus creating a camaraderie that crossed social boundaries and turning public squares into domestic spaces [Figure 4]. In a testament to Yemeni entrepreneurialism, a tent bookshop [Figure 5] was established. Popular support for these tent cities was notable, with urban women providing food and medical treatment, and tribesmen coming into the city to protect protestors. Tent cities also became loci for artistic and cultural expression, which will be discussed in greater detail below.

Meanwhile, Islah leaders seized this opportunity to split with Saleh and compete for his position, leading to continuing violence that began during the demonstrations. In 2013, a Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) agreement, brokered by the United Nations, arranged for a transfer of power to a transitional government headed by former Vice-President ‘Abd Rabbuh Mansur Hadi. A National Dialogue Conference composed of representatives from established political parties, including that of the former president, youth, women and marginalized groups, was charged with developing a framework...
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for a new Yemeni constitution. Unfortunately, its recommendations, reflecting eleven months of debate and consensus formation, were largely ignored by the entrenched elites whose power was sustained by the GCC agreement. President Saleh agreed to step down on November 27, 2014 after he was granted immunity and permitted to remain an active political actor in Yemen.

Unrest in Yemen proliferated. Offshoots of al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (renamed Ansar al-Shari’a in Yemen) and the so-called Islamic State (also known as ISIS, ISIL, or Da’esh) have taken over vast swathes of territory. Houthi, now an organized military movement allied with Saleh, consolidated their control over the North and began moving South into other areas of Yemen, including Sanaa and Aden. President Hadi, whose term was technically over, requested Saudi support on March 25, 2015. The Saudi response was quick. The next day, a Saudi-led coalition began bombing ostensibly military targets. Civilian homes, mosques, schools and hospitals have been destroyed. Important heritage sites have been hit, including the newly restored Marib Dam, the 800-year-old citadel in Taiz, Bayt Qasim in Old Sanaa, a historic Zaydi mosque in Saada, the restored Temple of Nakra at Baraqish, and the Dhamar Museum. Some of these were UNESCO-designated World Heritage Sites. This siege has led to a humanitarian crisis. On July 9, 2015, the United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Efforts estimated that ‘21.1 million people – 80 per cent of the population – require some form of humanitarian protection or assistance […] 1.27 million have been displaced since March 2015. 12.90 million people are food insecure […] and human trafficking has increased’. Yemen’s population has been polarized by unprecedented sectarian animosity. Relentless bombing continues into October 2015, the time of writing.

Yemen’s Diverse Heritage: Melding the Tangible and Intangible

Traditions of tribal customary law and assertive women in Yemen exist within rich and diverse milieus of architecture – well known to this journal’s readers – poetry, music and dancing traditions with hundreds of distinct dances, relatively unknown outside Yemen. Other forms of cultural heritage in Yemen include highly expressive but fast disappearing dialects and distinct South Arabian languages, silver crafting techniques, star calendars, principles of agriculture and irrigation, biodiversity and health lore. Poetry is especially pervasive throughout Yemen as the primary accepted form in which to express feelings, thoughts and opinions. Opposing sides of formally mediated disputes phrase their positions through composed or improvised verses, as do friends and relatives in an argument. Work chants accompany all construction. Rhyming proverbs pepper daily conversation.

As the reader will note in the case studies below, tangible and intangible forms of heritage meld, confounding attempts to separate them and demonstrating the artificiality of a tangible/intangible divide. For example, like other valued ‘public’ activities that occur inside Yemeni houses, legal cases are often discussed and mediated indoors in a majlis or diwan, the famed guest room with large windows that offer beautiful views, known as mafraj in urban contexts [Figure 6 and Figure 7]. As Lambert argues, spaces inside houses are polyvalent, muddying private/public distinctions: ‘House interiors can become, alternately, concert rooms, offices, family gathering spaces, etc.’ Customary
Figure 6: The village of Bab al-Ahjur, 1979.
law specifies the rules of behaviour of non-kin in outdoor and indoor landscapes alike. Cases mediated orally, often through poetry, are recorded in writing, leaving a ‘tangible’ precedent to inform subsequent decisions. Several documents that record principles of customary law have been published in Arabic and European languages.40

My own research, as well as the research of others, demonstrates that structural principles appear to be shared between Yemeni architecture, music, poetry, dancing and tribal organization.41 All forms of heritage contribute to the resilience of Yemeni society by governing the rules and boundaries within which individuals maintain economic and personal security and exercise creativity.42 Living heritage provides social capital and contributes to the resilience of local communities. Nonetheless, heritage may be threatened by economic and political change as well as the influx of new ideas.

**Key Terms Defined: Tribe and Tribalism**

There is considerable confusion in the literature on tribalism in Yemen and what the term implies locally.43 In Yemen, ‘tribe’ refers to rural indigenous territorial groups that have long coexisted with cities and states,44 but in recent years, urban migrants and their descendants have continued to self-identify as tribal. Tribes and tribal units are held together by reciprocal obligations of cooperation among their members.45 Customary law regulates such obligations within and between units. Dispute resolution is based on mediation and
consensus rather than coercion, and poetry is often the preferred medium for presenting opinions.\textsuperscript{46} Tribal organization is flexible: the units and subunits responsible to help in any particular occasion depend on the specific needs of the project. It is also inclusive, permitting the fluid incorporation of members as needed. In sum, tribal organization provides a situational model to enable groups of varying size to mobilize quickly and effectively to accomplish given tasks.\textsuperscript{47} Its flexibility enhances communities’ ability to adapt to changing circumstances and mirrors the flexibility and improvisation that underlie principles of architecture, music and dancing.\textsuperscript{48} Several forms of heritage reinforce an egalitarian ethic that overrides status distinctions among and within Yemen’s tribes.\textsuperscript{49} Among these is the observation that members of all status groups, including those who do not self-identify as tribal, perform \textit{bara’} [Figure 8], a men’s dance and tribal icon. Whenever I have asked about this, the invariable response has been, ‘Status distinctions are erased in \textit{bara’}'.\textsuperscript{50} 

Despite reciprocal social and community obligations, the tribal economy is not communally organized. The vast majority of farmers in the North own at least part of the land they cultivate. The household is the primary economic unit. Customary law does not regulate an individual’s financial dealings, and entrepreneurial activity is not constrained by law or tradition.\textsuperscript{51} In Yemen and elsewhere in the Middle East, economic matters were historically, and remain, the concerns of individuals and not of the wider group to whom one owes
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\caption{Figure 8: \textit{Bara’}, a dance that represents tribalism in parts of Yemen’s highlands, performed in al-Mahjar, al-Ahjur, 1978.}
\end{figure}
reciprocal obligations of service and protection. Thus, tribal economics contest Rousseauian and Marxist assumptions that traditional societies are, by definition, collective and not individuated.

It was easy in the 1980s to predict the demise of tribal identity in al-Ahjur and its replacement with a wider nationalism.\(^5\) I had heard some returned migrants from Saudi Arabia criticize tribal life and refer to themselves as *fellahin* (peasants) instead of *qabayil* (tribesmen). The former term would have been deemed insulting only a few years before. Certainly over the years, respect for the national government has increased, as did enthusiastic participation in national elections by women and men. I was aware that then-President Saleh had made efforts to curry favour among tribes by establishing a Directorate of Tribal Affairs and legitimizing customary mediation as long as both parties to the dispute agreed. Nevertheless, I was surprised when in 2005 my friends in al-Ahjur framed their discussion of recent changes as examples of the dynamic sustainability of tribalism (*qabyala*). Rules had been established to ban shooting rifles in the air during celebrations because of the injuries they cause, and limits were placed on bride-wealth that had mushroomed to sums unaffordable for most young men. Some tribal units were redefined to reflect population growth, and younger village leaders were elected.

Community projects were still accomplished through traditional methods of tribal organization. Although some individuals were reporting disputes to the local police station, which simply forced their adversaries to pay the police a fine, most disputes continued to be resolved through traditional mediation. All members of the community participated in the deliberations and shared responsibility for paying or receiving reparations. What I had not foreseen was that tribalism and nationalism were not perceived as contradictory. Women and men actively debated national politics, and women were eager to show me the ID cards that allowed them to vote in the 2003 parliamentary elections. Tribe and nation had become two loci of identity, each entailing its own set of responsibilities, a situation that is increasingly common globally.\(^5\)

**Case Studies and Discussion**

I include the following case studies in abbreviated form to provide examples of customary law as it is currently practised. (The full cases can be found in my ‘Tribal Mediation in Yemen and Its Implications to Development’.\(^5\)) The first case provides an example of a typical mediation process. A quarrel had occurred on privately owned property. The second case is included as an example of the adaptability of customary law to changing circumstances. The third and fourth cases refer to domestic disputes, which do not usually involve the entire community. They are included here to illustrate safety nets and rights of married rural women in Yemen’s central highlands.

**Case 1: The Mediation Process**

In 1979, two tribesmen quarrelled on the land of a highly respected mediator. As they argued, one of them pulled out his dagger (*janbiyya*), which men wear daily as part of their traditional dress. The other man grabbed the dagger and fled. There were no witnesses. The man who took the dagger went to the mediator, asking him to arbitrate and giving him both his own and his adversary’s daggers as guarantee. The next afternoon a crowd of men gathered in the mediator’s *majlis*. The two culprits were unarmed. Also present
were the elected leaders of the two men’s villages. (Villages in this region are the units responsible for the payment and receipt of reparations. They also form the locus for collaborative projects such as building schools, mosques, health centres and local roads.) Each disputant presented his case, and the assembled men gave their opinions.

A consensus eventually emerged: each man had wronged the other, both had dishonoured the mediator by quarrelling on his land, and neither of them could justify his actions. Meanwhile, women discussed the same case with the mediator’s wife in an adjacent building. Children, who moved easily between the men’s and women’s gatherings, were marvellous messengers, providing verbatim accounts of the proceedings to both sides. In the evening, men and women discussed the case at home. More discussion followed the next day, as the men included the opinions of their mothers, sisters and wives. The final decision was based on consensus and legal precedent: both men together would contribute a cow for damages and to signal their atonement (hijar). This would cost each of their villages the equivalent of $300.00 at the time. The cow was to be butchered and the meat divided among the disputants and their respective villages.

This case illustrates the local prioritization of due process over the facile use of force. Loss of control in a fit of temper has profound social and economic consequences. A simple brawl required the payment of $600.00 worth of reparations, a significant sum in the 1970s. As Weir writes, ‘There are strong sanctions against hotheaded physical aggression, and bloody violence is rare and abhorred. Daggers are associated more with the maintenance of order than its desecration, for they are routinely given as pledges of submission to legal process.’

The procedures followed in this case resemble dispute resolution throughout Yemen. Mediation by a third party is essential, and all adult members of the community are expected to contribute to the resolution of disputes. Disputants choose their own arbitrators and hand over their weapons in a public display [Figure 9]. There are, of course, differences in scale. Disputes between entire tribes may involve multiple tribal and political leaders along with their retinues. Important government officials, even the president, may be asked to mediate. In such cases, disputants’ positions are often presented in carefully crafted verse.

Case 2: The Qat Thief

This case study of an attempted theft provides an example of the adaptability of customary law to societal change. Qat (catha edulis) leaves act as a stimulant when chewed; they keep chewers awake and decrease their appetite. Historically, qat was chewed only on special occasions, but its use has increased exponentially since the 1970s [Figure 10]. Qat is a highly lucrative cash crop, and qat fields must be fenced and carefully guarded against intruders. In 2004, a man was caught trying to steal qat leaves from trees growing in a field. When confronted by the guard, he pulled his dagger in an attack pose. The guard responded by shooting and wounding the thief. Following the principle of restorative justice, the wounded man and his village brought a case against the guard, and the guard’s entire village was held responsible for the costs of the thief’s medical treatment. The judgement was controversial because the victim in this case was a thief caught red-handed.
Figure 9: Tribal leaders with weapons contributed by tribesmen from the Bakil Confederation to demonstrate their willingness to accept a mediated resolution of a murder charge in order to avoid a feud. Suburb of Sanaa, May 17, 2012.

Figure 10: Qat in al-Ahjur planted among sorghum in Dhuhar, al-Ahjur, 1979. Round guard houses are visible, centre and rear right.
Subsequently, the village leaders of al-Ahjur agreed on new rules to deal with qat thieves. Henceforth, if a thief is shot in the act and killed, the sum owed to his survivors is limited to 50,000 Yemeni riyals (YR), approximately $255.00 in 2004, paid by all of the families in al-Ahjur (about 20,000 people distributed among 24 villages). This renders each household’s contribution minimal. If the thief is hurt but not killed, a maximum of 250,000 YR ($1,125.00) is paid for his medical treatment, again by the entire population. If, however, the guard beats the thief with a stick and does not use his gun, the thief is owed no amends whatsoever. In this way, the principles of restitution were maintained, and the inducement to severe retaliation against the thief was minimized.

Case 3: The Intractable Father-in-Law

When a married woman is offended or injured by her husband or in-laws, she has the right to return to her father’s or other kinsman’s house. Her departure initiates an informal process of negotiation between her husband and her kin. In this case, recorded in 1979, Randa, whose husband was a migrant labourer in Saudi Arabia, lived alone with her ill-tempered father-in-law, Yahya, who constantly scolded her and made unreasonable demands on her time. She did not want a divorce but could not bear life with her father-in-law. Following custom, she went home to her father, who agreed to keep her at home at his expense until her husband returned. This left Yahya alone with no one to fetch water or cook for him. He offered his irate in-laws gifts and apologies, but father and daughter were adamant – this was not the first time she had left in anger (hanaq).

Desperate, Yahya sought the help of mediators from Randa’s village, who accompanied him on a surprise visit to Randa’s father’s house, with a request for clemency. The father refused, arguing that his daughter had just cause (hijja). The mediators agreed that Yahya should curb his temper but argued that he deserved another chance. The father remained unmoved. With no way to coerce the father or daughter, the mediators then removed their head coverings and placed them on the father’s lap in an act that signifies the strongest form of entreaty. With this act (jihan) they requested Randa’s father to forgive Yahya on their honour. He had to give in; he could not dishonour his guests, but Yahya would not be able to insult Randa again without also insulting the mediators.

Yahya paid the equivalent of $200.00 in reparations, half for Randa with the remainder distributed equally among the mediators. One of the mediators recorded the proceedings in writing. Randa returned to live with Yahya. She bought a gold coin with her share of the money and wore it as a pendant, a visual reminder that she could leave again if provoked. In this case, the aggrieved woman’s father supported her grievances. The next case study describes women’s more limited options when their immediate kin do not support them.

Case 4: The Protector and Protégé

The fourth case from 1983 illustrates a custom in which people who have exhausted other solutions to their problems place themselves under the protection of a more powerful person. The case involves polygyny, which few women in rural communities tolerate. In this case, Warda, whose husband had remarried, wanted a divorce, but both her father and husband refused. She decided to seek the help of her father’s brother in Sanaa, about
35km away. On the road to Sanaa, she accepted a ride from a highly respected local leader known to her. This act placed her under his protection and obliged him to actively negotiate on her behalf.63 His intervention, along with her uncle’s, finally granted her a divorce. Warda was roundly criticized by her in-laws for risking her reputation by riding in a car alone with an unrelated man. Ultimately, her behaviour was justified, both by customary law and this leader’s reputation as someone who respects women’s honour.

**Women and Customary Law**

All legal systems in Yemen – customary, Islamic and State – assume a woman’s dependence on her male kin. Since tribal law does not regulate behaviour within the immediate family, women’s safety nets protect them only if their fathers and brothers are decent, but their resources are limited if they do not have the support of their families as the last case study demonstrates. Moreover, tribal ideology is male-oriented. Men are charged with representing their tribe in public venues, and tribal leadership is overwhelmingly male.

This male bias is attenuated, however, by rural women’s economic contributions, an egalitarian ethic, and Yemeni notions of honour and men’s respect for and attachment to their mothers and sisters. Rural women’s active participation in the local economy assures them greater respect than might be expected from an admittedly patriarchal society [Figure 11].64
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*Figure 11: A husband and wife winnow grain together, al-Ahjur, 1979.*
The vast majority of rural women in Yemen are not bound by the rules of seclusion demanded of women in towns and cities. They travel freely between communities and to and from local markets. Gender mixing is the rule in rural communities. In many villages, women and men danced together at weddings and other celebrations until the early years of this century. Women routinely participate in, and contribute to, dispute resolution as well as other community matters, although tribal ideology denies their right to do so.

Space is sometimes divided to mark gender boundaries, but such boundaries are often breached. In the first case study cited above, children repeatedly spread men’s and women’s opinions across ostensibly bounded spaces. Gender boundaries dissolved in the subsequent family discussions summarizing the proceedings of each majlis. The third case, a marital dispute, was also discussed in a majlis. Although only a few people participated, the proceedings were soon related to the entire community, again blurring boundaries between ‘inside’ and ‘outside’ or ‘private’ and ‘public’. In the final case, the aggrieved wife met her ‘protector’ on a road, the most ‘public’ of landscapes, after having been rebuffed in her attempts to resolve her problem in more intimate spaces. Her act, consistent with customary law, nevertheless challenged ideologies that would relegate women to ‘private’ spaces.

A major component of tribal honour in Yemen is that a tribesman will never, under any circumstances, assault a woman. This conception of honour stands in contrast to some other societies in which women may be punished for transgressing a family’s ‘honour’. Until the 1980s, ‘honour killings’ were largely unknown in Yemen. Furthermore, it appears that the majority of Yemeni men take the injunction to protect their daughters and sisters seriously. When, in 2000, a conservative Yemeni parliament proposed allowing judges to force ‘disobedient’ wives (who had gone home to their kin in hanaq) to return to their husbands, this created ‘an uproar’ among most segments of society and government. As Würth cogently argues,

The campaign [to drop the proposed law] was successful because it was based on an amalgam of customary and Islamic norms in defense of the legislative status quo. Implicitly, activists of all political shades also argued that the control of paternal relatives over women correlates to male protection for women in cases of marital conflict and in the absence of state interference into ‘family affairs’.

In the Zaydi North, men do not control their wives’ property. Although brothers routinely ask their sisters to cede their inheritance of land to them, they can only do so if they can insure their sisters’ life-long support. The majority of women accept this option, but some women refuse it, choosing to manage their own lands instead. Women everywhere in rural Yemen control the family’s moveable wealth, giving them control over the family’s financial decisions in times of stress. Cash crops, however, are generally men’s responsibility. Thus, increases in cash cropping, such as qat cultivation, both reduce women’s workloads and potentially restrain women’s decision-making powers and their mobility.

Most Yemeni rural and urban women I have talked with are very much aware of gender inequalities and the injustices that accrue from them. They complain bitterly of heavy workloads, brothers who do not live up to their promises of support, husbands who disparage them, mothers-in-law with inordinate labour requirements, and in particular, decisions in which their
opinion is not consulted. Tribal egalitarianism leads them to expect equal rights and treatment.

Yet, this picture of economically independent women does not appear consistent with the low gender-gap rankings for Yemen compiled by international organizations. Several factors explain the apparent paradox: labour force participation surveys normally focus on wage labour and ignore work performed on family-owned lands and businesses, which are the norm for men and women in rural Yemen. If women’s contribution to the agricultural or artisanal fishing economy were included, it would most likely yield a participation rate of at least 80 per cent.

Women’s economic contributions and active participation challenge a formal ideology of male protection. They fall below the ideological radar as informal aspects of culture that Herzfeld dubs ‘cultural intimacies’. These are defining elements of culture and identity of which all are aware and many enjoy, but which do not fit with the idealized images that leaders wish to project. Hence, rural surveys in Yemen inadvertently skew data by using standard questionnaires. When someone in an official capacity asks a random person in Yemen what women do, the usual response is that women’s duties are limited to domestic tasks. It is only when one observes women’s work or asks specific questions, such as, ‘Who weeds?’ ‘Who thins crops?’ ‘Who sows grain?’ and ‘Who harvests specific plants?’ that the variety and importance of women’s agricultural activities become apparent.

Expatriate scholars and development officers are generally unaware of the important economic and political roles of rural women. Their experience in Yemen tends to be limited to urban contexts where female seclusion is the ideal, and for many westerners, images of veiled women induce stereotypes of victimization. Moreover, Yemeni feminists tend to take their culturally mandated safety nets for granted, assuming them to be examples of universally held norms of decency. Just as women’s participation is overlooked by many Yemenis, safety nets for women fall below the radar of international development agencies because they are not often discussed by Yemeni feminists.

Nevertheless, Yemen’s poverty, low literacy rates and dismal health statistics provide the major reasons for women’s low rankings. According to the CIA World Factbook, the female literacy rate was 59 per cent that of males in 2011. Maternal mortality was 200 deaths per 100,000 births. Schools are rare in scattered rural communities. Even where rural school buildings exist, teachers rarely show up. Where schools are accessible and well-staffed, parents will only send their daughters if they trust the teachers. Finally, drop-out rates for children and adults are high during harvest season, which, in the highlands, corresponds to the first three months of the academic year. Yemen’s high rates of infant mortality, morbidity and maternal mortality are serious problems. Although Yemen’s cities are well served by health facilities, the vast majority of rural areas lack health centres. The highest mortality rate for women occurs during their childbearing years (15–39), reflecting the dangers of early marriage norms and dearth of primary health care facilities. Despite these indices of poverty, rural women in Yemen do not behave like victims. They are unusually assertive, stand tall, walk with long strides and express themselves loudly and with confidence [Figure 12]. As Sheila Carapico asserts, ‘Yemeni women may be the most liberated, though not necessarily the most privileged, Arab women’. 
When demonstrations against Yemen’s former regime first began in January 2011, observers – urban Yemeni intellectuals as well as expatriates – expressed surprise at two developments. First, women organized and led the demonstrations. Nobel laureate Tawakkol Karman was only one of many female leaders and participants. As is well known, Yemen’s history includes powerful queens and contemporary dynamic urban women as political leaders [Figure 13]. Less understood are the traditional roles and activities of rural women in Yemen. Their mobility and visibility in public spaces reverse and blur the usual East-West binaries and assumptions on ‘conservative’ traditions vs ‘modern’ practice.

The second surprise for many was that Yemen’s heavily armed tribes did not lead the country into civil war. Instead, a significant number of tribesmen went into cities to protect demonstrators from harm, and others protected their communities from the incursions of outsiders. The vast majority of Yemen’s tribal population – some 21 million men and women forming an estimated 80 per cent of the total – monitored national politics from afar as they debated governance options with their kin and neighbours. I suggest that both women’s leadership and tribal restraint were due to a deeply engrained heritage, which empowers women and prioritizes mediation, dialogue and consensus above the facile use of force or terrorism.

‘Trickle Up’ Heritage

When demonstrations against Yemen’s former regime first began in January 2011, observers – urban Yemeni intellectuals as well as expatriates – expressed surprise at two developments. First, women organized and led the demonstrations. Nobel laureate Tawakkol Karman was only one of many female leaders and participants. As is well known, Yemen’s history includes powerful queens and contemporary dynamic urban women as political leaders [Figure 13]. Less understood are the traditional roles and activities of rural women in Yemen. Their mobility and visibility in public spaces reverse and blur the usual East-West binaries and assumptions on ‘conservative’ traditions vs ‘modern’ practice.

The second surprise for many was that Yemen’s heavily armed tribes did not lead the country into civil war. Instead, a significant number of tribesmen went into cities to protect demonstrators from harm, and others protected their communities from the incursions of outsiders. The vast majority of Yemen’s tribal population – some 21 million men and women forming an estimated 80 per cent of the total – monitored national politics from afar as they debated governance options with their kin and neighbours. I suggest that both women’s leadership and tribal restraint were due to a deeply engrained heritage, which empowers women and prioritizes mediation, dialogue and consensus above the facile use of force or terrorism.
The principles that sustain customary law are not limited to communities that self-identify as tribal. They have informed values and ‘trickled up’ into the daily lives of most Yemenis. Consensus, legal process, respect for, and protection of, women and the unarmed population have long been valued throughout the country. Trade guilds that historically regulated urban markets follow similar rules of mediation and consensus building. Until the late 1980s, women could travel safely and confidently throughout Yemen.

The structure and conduct of the National Dialogue Conference also drew on Yemeni tradition. In Carapico’s words,

The experiment of the National Dialogue Conference deserves to be seen as a Yemeni initiative drawing on indigenous precedents and activism, and thus as a possible avenue towards a new, negotiated social contract between regions, parties and stakeholders in a pluralistic and decentralized polity.83
Women formed 26 per cent of Yemen’s National Dialogue Conference, four percentage points short of the agreed-upon 30 per cent. These numbers compare favourably with a mere 18 per cent female participation in the United States Congress and 22 per cent in the Parliament of the United Kingdom. Heritage and tradition are not necessarily ‘conservative’.

Other forms of heritage and expressive culture were evident during the demonstrations and the tent cities set up by protestors. Prime examples include Yemen’s poetic traditions, which have been the preferred forms of protest against personal and political injustice throughout Yemen’s history. All sides articulated their positions and energized political sentiment through poetry. Dialects were put to good use in punning and for humour. Lines of poetry were used to bolster political opinions in discussions with friends and relatives. Ditties protesting the former regime, as well as pro-regime lyrics, were repeated by children who heard these on television. This is not new to Yemen. Non-confrontational ways of expressing differences and protesting injustice are institutionalized in Yemeni society, including the use of pithy rhyming phrases that synthesize the protestor’s position and invite a similar considered response from his or her adversary. Young women, unhappy with their parents’ choice of spouse for them, will sing their objections and their reasons within their parents’ hearing. Steven Caton has described the use of varieties of poetry to mediate disputes, discuss political differences and assert identity. Yemen’s strong poetic traditions have provided Yemeni women and men, young and old, with practice in resisting the abuse of authority using sophisticated, non-confrontational language.

Dancing and music were frequent during demonstrations and in tent cities. Imported forms of poetry, music and dancing were appropriated and performed alongside traditional forms. Filmed dance sequences of performances in the tent cities shown in the media and on YouTube include examples of indigenous and global dance forms, older men’s comedic parodies of hip hop and young men learning traditional dances [Figure 14 and Figure 15]. This variety reflected the mixture of people from diverse regions, status and political orientation who participated in the demonstrations against the government and occupied the tent cities set up in public squares [Figure 16]. In Laurent Bonnefoy’s eloquent description:

Students and recent graduates of major cities […] quickly transformed the movement into a lively political festival. The activists proved very creative. They developed new means of communicating, chanted innovative slogans, used art, music, theatre and poetry as mobilization techniques, and managed to start bridging the existing gaps between the various political groups, new and old, traditional and urban.

The borrowing of expressive forms from elsewhere provides further evidence for the malleability of tradition in Yemen.

Sustaining Heritage: The Potential Contributions of Tribal Heritage to National Development

Although Yemen is economically the poorest country in the Middle East, it may be the wealthiest in ‘social capital’, defined by Moser as ‘intangible rules, norms, obligations, reciprocity and trust that govern local interaction as well as rules regulating and governing formalized institutions in the marketplace, political system and civil society’. Thinking of heritage in terms of social
Figure 14: Dance lesson in traditional Tihama dancing in the tent cities, November 6, 2011.
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Figure 15: Singer/musician in Sanaa’s tent city, May 27, 2011.
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Figure 16: Visual artist in Sanaa’s tent city, April 11, 2011.
capital is more inclusive than focusing on its economic benefits. It permits a more expansive discourse on sustainability and a multiplicity of possibilities for sustaining heritage. Among these are the incorporation of principles of heritage in governance, rural development programming and school curricula. Sustaining some forms of heritage, such as mediation and tribal cooperation, can further national reconciliation and help Yemenis rebuild their country after the massive destruction of the current war.

Yemen’s economic traditions, based on private property, encourage entrepreneurship. Indigenous models favour family-owned businesses over large capital accumulation. Although this appears at odds with neoliberal economics, it is highly adaptive to local conditions. Yemen’s water resources are not sufficient to support large-scale industry, hence the continuing economic importance of its rural economy. With over 26 million hungry mouths to feed, massive unemployment and shrinking wage-labour opportunities abroad, Yemen’s labour-intensive rain-fed agriculture appears sustainable rather than ‘primitive’. While the centuries old terrace agricultural system has been harmed by development that led to the overuse of groundwater from tube-wells, the potential exists to revive sustainable dry farming practices. For men and women, work in family enterprises is not necessarily less empowering than industrial labour for low wages. Extension services for women that cover livestock care, agriculture and artisanal fishing along Yemen’s coasts, would respond to their expressed needs. Support for Yemen’s agricultural sector would help maintain women’s mobility and voice and provide rural Yemenis with alternatives to urban migration, which is not always kind to women. Given the nature of the threats to women’s mobility discussed below, official recognition that women’s participation and voice are indigenous to Yemen, and not foreign imports, would provide women valuable support.

Historically, on the Arabian Peninsula and in the wider Middle East, tribal law, Islamic law and state law have coexisted and borrowed from each other. Customary law in Yemen has helped maintain security where state justice has been ineffective or non-existent. Yemeni courts are notoriously overburdened, and cases take years to come to trial while disputants languish in prison. Judges are not paid well, and corruption is rampant. Laws that recognize tribal arbitration as legally binding if both parties willingly agree to submit to it, like the Law of Arbitration of 1992, would help tribes maintain security in much of Yemen as the new State rebuilds its defunct justice sector. (The recent growth of the conflict resolution industry in the United States, with its focus on mediation, arbitration and restorative justice, testifies to the success of these methods.)

Foundational principles of Yemen’s heritage, such as community participation, elected leaders and an egalitarian ethic, conform to popular conceptions of democratic governance, if not to existing models of homogeneous, centralized states. Tribal models of organization that enable groups of varying size to mobilize quickly and effectively to accomplish given tasks, combined with an egalitarian ideology and elected leaders, provide an ideal format for civil society. The flexibility built into the system allows for fluid responses to a variety of needs. Policies legitimizing these practices will facilitate the rebuilding of Yemen’s infrastructure as well as the disbursal of humanitarian aid. Decentralization is necessary for national reconciliation, given Yemen’s diverse population with its disparate needs.

Utilizing local knowledge and personnel will empower local communities and help allay the concerns of those who have felt marginalized. As Yezid Sayigh argues:
Central and local security provision must be balanced. In highly fractured states and societies, centralizing approaches to security sector governance may be counterproductive [...] security sector reform cannot be resumed without accommodating alternative forms of dispute resolution and developing sustainable models of community policing, turning them into a complementary means of law enforcement rather than a substitute for security provision.94

Heritage can be sustained through school curricula. Science courses that explain the reasons behind local practices, for example in agriculture, will enhance student learning as it affirms valuable heritage. Yemen’s poetic traditions can also contribute to effective learning.95 Just as the academic calendar of Europe and the United States was originally based on the agricultural cycle, with school holidays occurring during peak labour periods, the academic year in Yemen’s highlands could be adapted to the harvest season by beginning in December and lasting through the summer. Given the rural high drop-out rates during harvest season, such an intervention would significantly improve school attendance.

These are all examples of sustainable heritage that have been, and can continue to be, utilized to foster national development. This is not to argue that destructive aspects of heritage should be retained – neither tribal feuding nor raids are sustainable. The central government may need to step in when local conflicts escalate, as it has historically. Nor should every imported idea be rejected – appropriate methods should certainly be incorporated into national strategies. The point is that development is most effective when it proceeds from the grassroots. It is important to realize that rural people are well aware of their needs and capable of making rational decisions. The incorporation of familiar, locally understood heritage improves a society’s resilience. Globally, it increases the pool of creative solutions to problems that nations face or may face in the future.96 In Dale Eickelman’s words, there are ‘multiple paths to modernity’.97 Perhaps most relevant to sustainability is that tribal identity is not locally perceived to contradict national allegiance. Yemeni tribes and tribal units are as likely to unite on projects that further national development as they are to help their own community.

Threats to Yemen’s Heritage

Tribalism in Yemen, as well as women’s economic and political participation, are currently threatened, but not by the usual suspects of urbanism and industrialization.98 Threats to Yemen’s heritage stem from economic and political developments within Yemen, varieties of ‘modernity’ that assume rural life is uniformly ‘traditional’, ‘conservative’ and hostile to progress, imported conservative interpretations of Islam and, most recently, rampant externally funded violence.

Internal conflicts, unequal disbursal of services and government co-optation of tribal leaders have contributed to the erosion of customary constraints in many parts of Yemen. Beginning in the 1990s, feuding increased and spilled into cities. Women, children and other traditionally protected groups were caught in crossfire or targeted during episodes of violence. Domestic violence and child marriage have increased among impoverished urban migrants.99 The Sunni/Shi’a sectarian split in which Saudi Arabia and its allies have framed the war on Yemen sets a dangerous precedent for the future.
Urban Yemeni and expatriate scholars, who have absorbed narrow perspectives on modernity and its assumptions that rural life is, by definition, ‘conservative’, ‘patriarchal’ and incompatible with nationalism, oppose tribalism, usually with little understanding of tribal governance. Behind this antipathy are assumptions that the only viable models of statehood are homogeneous, centralized, urban and industrial, models that Peter Evans has likened to agricultural ‘monocropping’. Such ‘oversimplification of modernity’, in Robert Hefner’s terms, or ‘high modernism’ as dubbed by Scott, is based on an idealization of western models of modernization and an exaggeration of the levels of injustice found in rural and tribal areas.

There are other reasons behind elite suspicion of heritage. Heritage that is flexible and adaptive or based on the slow and messy process of consensus formation, does not lend itself to standardization, nor to the easily packaged, tidy pictures of successful process that national leaders seek to project. Especially on the Arabian Peninsula, Yemeni women’s participation contradicts the formal patriarchal ideology that leaders seek to impose in their own countries. Probably due to a combination of such reasons, ‘both local and external actors were among the forces attempting to [enforce centralization and] minimize the variety of acceptable models of governance and development during negotiations for Yemen’s transition’.

Perhaps the most pernicious threats to tribalism and women’s empowerment stem from Wahhabi, Salafi and other forms of politicized Islam, arguably another form of modernism. Islamists yearn for a single,
centralized, homogeneous Islamic nation. They consider tribal diversity divisive, condemn dialogue and consensus building as chaotic (fitna) and disapprove of rural gender mixing as well as Yemen’s dance and poetic heritage. Although there have historically been Islamist movements in Yemen, Wahhabism, the Muslim Brotherhood and modern Salafism are not indigenous. Their recent proliferation in Yemen has been funded largely by the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and the Gulf States.

This externally imposed conservative message has penetrated into rural society through teachers and a curriculum controlled by members of the Islamist Islah Party. Such imported conservative influences have become increasingly visible and audible in Yemen. Urban women complain that women are no longer as visible in public spaces as they were twenty years ago. The *sharshaf*, a covering worn by women in Sanaa outside the home, barely covered the wearer’s knees in the 1960s. It has gradually increased in length until it now drags along the floor. Women’s songs and dances have been curtailed, as have traditional rural mixed-gender dancing and poetic exchanges. The practice of *hanaq* is censured.

Although women have clearly benefited from educational and employment opportunities, many young rural and urban women who have completed secondary school now idealize seclusion and accept unprecedented pressure to obey their husbands as signs of modernity and urban sophistication. In contrast, both Zaydi and Shafi’i schools of Islam are considerably more moderate, and, in practice, more tolerant of expressive culture and gender mixing. Ironically, an older generation of rural Yemenis who value women’s mobility and assertiveness is now considered ‘old-fashioned’. Thus, understandings of ‘modernity’ vs ‘tradition’ in Yemen today reverse western understandings of this binary.

These threats to Yemen’s heritage all pale, however, in light of the current random destruction of Yemen’s infrastructure, heritage sites, homes, schools, hospitals and mosques. This, and the looming threat of continued violence, are traumatizing individuals and communities. It is difficult to know at this point whether Yemen’s social capital is sufficiently strong to survive such unremitting assaults.

**Conclusion**

I have focused on forms of rural heritage in Yemen that I argue have ‘trickled up’ to impact the wider society. They have provided the foundational principles of the anti-government protests of 2011 that were organized and led largely by women, and which remained peaceful until entrenched elites transformed the protests into personal struggles for power. These forms of heritage include egalitarian tribal institutions that prioritize cooperation and enable groups of varying size to mobilize quickly and effectively to accomplish given tasks. They also include Yemen’s sophisticated and effective customary legal system. Based on mediation and persuasion, customary law is restorative, transparent and locally accessible. It has proven sustainable over centuries, always in coexistence with urban and religious legal systems. Neither tribal organization nor customary law regulates private property or economic pursuits. The household is the primary economic unit, and entrepreneurial activity is not constrained by law or tradition. A combination of the need for women’s labour in the agricultural sector and tribal egalitarianism, as well as injunctions to protect women, have resulted in important economic roles and safety nets for women. Rural life is not gender segregated, and rural women are not secluded. Despite a formal ideology of male dominance, rural women
in Yemen are assertive and comfortable in leadership roles. These traditions counteract western stereotypes of ‘primitivism’, and they reverse and blur the usual East–West binaries and assumptions on presumably conservative tradition vs progressive modernity.

These forms of heritage are not to be perceived as static, unchanging survivals independent of context, but vibrant, adaptive traditions that support security and civil society, women’s empowerment, and social equality. They provide the resilience needed to adapt to change and overcome trauma. A major thesis of this article is that the most effective way to sustain heritage is to demonstrate its continuing relevance to social life in a globalized and rapidly changing world.

Tragically, Yemeni pride of heritage, as well as fundamental cultural principles, have been shaken by economic and political developments since the 1980s, and most severely by the current air and ground assault on Yemen. Yemeni pride, identity and sustainable heritage are being sorely tested. A young friend recently asked me what value anthropologists’ study of heritage is to today’s Yemen. She said, ‘No one pays attention to the traditions any more, and in any case, Yemen is in tatters. It needs modern institutions.’ Many people, like her, are questioning the relevance of heritage to current events in the Middle East. They feel that policy makers should focus on the future rather than the past. Although I fully understand the frustrations that engender these questions and the priority of humanitarian assistance wherever it is needed, my hope is that Yemen’s rich heritage, like traditions elsewhere, will provide its resilient population locally appropriate institutions and social capital to rebuild Yemen. Only time will tell if even the strongest cultural glue can survive the massive destruction facing Yemen today.
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